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What is your understanding of how this idea started within Apple, before you were 
in the picture?
Michael Bryan: Beats 1 had been in operation for fi ve years as a really innovative 
radio experience. As new leadership took over at Apple Music, the appetite to 
add companionship grew. Integrating Beats 1 into the Apple Music family more 
effectively became a strategic goal. The way [Apple Music Head/Label & Artist 
Relations] Jay Liepis shares it, he got a phone call from [Apple Music Head] 
Oliver Schusser, who said, “What do you think about doing country on the radio 

side like we have done 
with Beats 1?”

Having been on the 
ground in Nashville for 

about a year at that point, he probably gave a typically direct answer like, “This city 
represents an opportunity to do something really different because it’s the hub 
of the whole genre. You can get a lot things done from the connectivity that 
Nashville has with artists and how they are trained, coming up through 
radio tours.” It just made a lot of sense.

They began to put that plan into motion. Jen Walsh, who was 
put into oversight of Beats 1 and Apple Music Radio around the 
time Oliver Schusser took over Apple Music, began to collect 
ideas from people inside Apple about what this could be and 
what the team would look like. 

Charlie Morgan: Jay is defi nitely our birth father, whether 
he knew it or not. He created a Nashville operation that we 
could put roots in and fl ourish. Jen is an amazing collector 
of talent, including the initial host talent – Kelleigh Bannen 
and Ward Guenther. They had been having conversations 
without specifi c goals in mind for the better part of a year, 
letting it percolate and grow naturally into what became 
part of a broader radio strategy you now see as Apple Music 
1, Apple Music Hits and, of course, Apple Music Country.

How did each of you get pulled in?
MB: I got a call in November, 2019 from Kelleigh, who was 
the fi rst artist I met when I moved to Nashville in 2012. She 
said, “I know you’re in love with the job at CAA and things 
are going really well, but I was asked if there was anybody who 
might be a good candidate for a business lead job for something 
they’re building. Do you have any interest?”

I was really happy with what I was doing – collecting 
opportunities on behalf of artists. At the same time, having to 
ask a gatekeeper to support this thing that I’ve put a bunch of 
heart, soul and development time into was different from what my 
natural calling had been over my career. Also, I’ve been an Apple 
fanboy since I was a teenager and bought every device. It’s the most 
innovative company in the world, and continues to change culture. 
So, absolutely, I agreed to that conversation. Within a few days I 
talked to Jen Walsh and it developed over time. Getting into Apple 
is not an easy path. There are a lot of interviews. We were all under a 
non-disclosure  cloak of secrecy trying to learn bits and pieces, then 
having to fi ll in the blanks.

The pitch to me was, “We build things that haven’t been built before 
in a way that people haven’t done them. Do you want to be a part of 
building the next iteration of radio as we know it?” The answer had to 
be yes.

What about you, Charlie?
CM: The twist for me is Ebro Darden, who was my morning host at 
Urban WQHT/New York and afternoon host for Beats 1 at the time. 
Unbeknownst to me, Jen was literally sitting in the Hot 97 studio with Ebro 
one day in 2019, doing what she does so well, which is looking for people 
she should know. She described what she was looking for, which at the time 
was someone to build a talent development team. Ebro said, “Well, he’s 
right down the hall.” They then called me, but Ebro never calls me. Ever. 
For four years, all our interactions were either him wandering into my 
offi ce, sitting down, interrupting and taking over, or texts. I thought, 
“Why is Ebro calling me? I’ve got no time for this.” I didn’t take the 
call! 

Anyway, he connected us, with the theory being if Apple was 
building something in Country, I could tell them who the good 
people were and who to avoid. The plan was to have lunch with Jen 
in Nashville before the CMA Awards. When I landed that morning 
at BNA, I had a series of texts from her saying, “I couldn’t tell you 
this before, but we just launched in Nashville today. Would you prefer 
to come to our space at Layman Drug Co. and see what we built instead of 
meeting for lunch?” I thought, hell, I’d like to see what Apple’s built. 

What I didn’t know is that when you walk into Layman, you’re instantly in 
the meeting whether you want to be or not, just because of how it’s laid out. 
So I walk into the middle of a meeting they’re having with Scott Borchetta and 
Scooter Braun. I quietly went around the side and upstairs. Over the course 
of an hour-and-a-half in which they didn’t ask me any of the questions I was 
prepared for, I met Jen, Zane Lowe, James Bursey, Oliver and Eddy Cue. I got 
back to the hotel and told my wife, “That was the weirdest 90-minutes of my life 
and nothing I thought it was going to be.” 

Apparently, that was my interview because the next phone calls with Jen 
was, “Would you ever consider coming to work here? I’d like you to build this. 
We’re growing our talent pool and need to be more intentional about creating a 
supportive organization.”

How did your talent development role shift into heading Apple Music Radio?
CM: After I had done that for three or four months, Jen called to say, “We do 
succession planning here and I just realized I put your name down as my successor 
without asking if you were willing. Nothing’s imminent. This is just what we do 
at Apple. Don’t freak out.” What am I going to say? No? Fast forward two more 
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months and she tells me she’s up for an international 
leadership job and the process will likely move quickly. 
So in October I get the unenviable task of following 
someone Michael and I have just professed so much 
respect for. Usually, you take over a job because the 
person before you was incompetent and you can’t 
help but look a little better. I had the misfortune of 
following somebody who, by our collective admission, 
is one of the most spectacular leaders we’ve been 
around. 

In what ways is Apple Music Country the kind of radio 
our readers will recognize, and how is it different?
MB: It’s a 24/7 broadcast and big parts of it are 
delivered in a similar way. It just happens to be online, 
not over the air. It’s live in 165 countries, which makes 
it pretty unique, but it is a linear, recorded-as-live 
broadcast. We have rotations, priorities and different 
types of shows. 

Most of what we do is also available in bite-sized 
on-demand morsels as well. The live stream is in front 
of the paywall. You need a subscription for the on-
demand content. We have lean-back, traditional music 
fl ow with personalities that talk over songs. What’s 
really distinct is we have perhaps the most unique 
collection of talent in history on a Country radio 
station. The biggest artists in the genre doing their 
own shows from their point of view, big taste makers 
who have not been radio hosts, and also people like 
Ty Bentli, who has hosted important radio shows in his 
career. And there are no commercials. 

CM: This is similar to what we have all grown up 
calling radio. It’s free, live, 24-hour, seven day a week, 

curated, hosted audio delivery. But it is not bound by 
things we’ve all grown up understanding about radio. 
I have crassly described the job of a broadcast PD as 
choosing the content, music and host that would collect 
the largest collection of human ears we could then 
lease out in 30 and 60 second increments. That was the 
business model. By defi nition, radio wasn’t going out 
to the boundaries and exploring variation. You chose 
the most centrist, popular, big-tent things. That’s why 
playlists are shorter – it’s what the business requires.

Because we’re not selling ads, this team was allowed 
to create something much more diverse in every 
articulation of country music. We can explore every 
possible side road to towns off the beaten path, while still 
having a main highway of music made by our superstars. 
Many of whom, by the way, are hosts on our station. We 
get to discover that they, like us, are just fans of music. 

Can you elaborate on the programming philosophy?
MB: Delight country music fans and introduce them 
to things they may have never heard before. Discovery 
– not just new music, but new voices – is wildly 

important. There are no limits.
How do we move this culture forward? How do 

we change the narrative for what country music can 
be? It’s as if we’re trying to colonize a new planet, if 
you will. People like Zane Lowe and Ebro Darden 
already landed on Mars. We’re trying to create a new 
community based on the things the audience has told 
us through many years of programming radio stations. 
We’re trying to represent those desires in a way that 
takes this beautiful product and community to parts of 
the world that have never heard it.

This is our love letter to the world from Nashville, 
and we’re doing it through the point  of view of some 
of the top songwriters and biggest artists. One of the 
things I say to artists about coming in is, “We don’t 
want this to be the thing you have to do for Apple on 
Monday because it’s part of your promotional plan. 
We want this to be the thing you look forward to doing 
because it represents your heart and a deeper level of 
connection.” If we do this right, it will be a gateway to 
many more people fi nding country music and having 
a bond with voices they otherwise would never have 
been introduced to.

On the radio studio wall is a picture of Susan, 
a 35-year-old teacher and soccer mom who the 

personalities focus on as they 
go through their day. Who is 
on the wall of the Apple Music 
Country studio representing 
that audience?
CM: The picture on the wall is 
all of us as music fans, people 
who love country music, in 
particular. And we’re playing 
stuff for each other. “Have you 
heard this?” That’s the spirit 
of this because metrics are not 
the way we measure success. 
Our measure is more, are we 
doing things that haven’t been 
done? Are we exposing artists 
and music? Are we nurturing 
the growth of the format in 
general? That’s the connective 
tissue to the work Jay does. If 
Apple Music is where music 
lives, Apple Music Radio needs 
to be an articulation of that.

MB: Radio used to introduce 
the audience to what’s cool. 
Because of ratings systems 
and business constraints, that 
industry became very different. 
This gets us back to sharing 
what we think is cool and explaining why, rather 
than asking the audience what they think is cool and 
feeding them that over and over.

For instance, Dave Cobb is one of the most creative 
producers on the planet. He wanted to do a show for 
us mainly because he loved Elton John’s show, Rocket 
Hour. He also said, “I didn’t come to country music 
until a little bit later in my life, but here’s some music 
that led me in that direction.” It’s a really interesting 
exercise in bringing new fans to something they 
oftentimes think they’re intrinsically opposed to. 

No metrics? Seriously?
MB: Of course we see metrics, but to Charlie’s point, 
my Key Performance Indicator is cultural relevance. 
We’re seeing huge growth in surprising places. 
We’re seeing spikes of audience in Asia that we did 
not anticipate. We knew it would be big in English-
speaking countries. When we discover other places 
that are also wildly interested in country, you wonder 
what it might be like to have a show from there. Ingest 
that culture into the Nashville experience while we’re 
taking Nashville to them.

CM: I’m the Head of Radio for Apple Music and I 
go days without looking at any metrics. My friends in 
broadcast radio may not believe that, but it’s not how 
we measure success. It’s available to us if we want to 
fi nd, as Michael said, something we could encourage 
and build on, but we measure ourselves with our ears, 
whether we matter to the community and how we’re 
growing the universe of country music.

MB: It’s about the audience. They may hate a song 
in the moment and turn us off because of it. But 
they got something they’d never heard before and, if 
that happens often enough, some of those songs will 
connect to create an environment they have to keep 
coming back to. 

CM: And if they turned it off, it’s likely they’re 
clicking into a playlist or something else in Apple 
Music. We don’t fear them going to the competition.

Apple is a business, though. Not to be too cynical, but 
the idea that there’s a level at which revenue isn’t even 
in the equation seems farfetched ...
CM: It does seem farfetched, doesn’t it? But if Oliver 
were on the call, he’d lead with, “Make great content 
and all the right metrics will fl ow from that.” As 
counterintuitive as it may feel, when he took over 
Apple Music, that became our north star. Make great 
content, surprise and delight your audience, and the 
rest will take care of itself.

What does Charlie Morgan do on a daily basis? 
CM: Webex. What Charlie Morgan wishes he could 
do is consume a lot more of our radio product as 
it’s playing live, but to be available to Michael and 
the other team members, I listen more on-demand. 
Beyond that, I talk about music and radio. What if we 
moved this show there? What’s a twist we can put on 
this or that? It’s all the things that drew me to radio 
and I’ve loved doing all these years, without some 
of the things  you used to have to do to get to the 
good stuff. Creative process, experimentation and 
innovation. We talk about content all the time.

What percentage of your day is spent on Country?
CM: On any given day, it may skew heavily to one of 
the three stations, but over time it balances out. Maybe 
a little more on Country and Hits, because they’re 
newer. Apple Music 1 has a fi ve-year history and 
thus a lot of people who’ve been in the Apple Music 
world longer. A big part of it is bringing the stations 
together. What is our holistic radio strategy in addition 
to the individual station strategies? 

Michael, what do you do on a day-in, day-out basis?
MB: It’s my job to look after the country music 
radio business in Nashville. So, I am sourcing 
and negotiating new artist deals, working on 
where things go and how to maximize people 
and resources. A big chunk of the job is clearing 
hurdles out of the way for the people making 

each individual show. It’s also ideation. If [Exec. 
Producer] Emily Parker is in the weeds every single 
day, I’m often 90 days out. What are we launching 
next? And I’m very involved with the week-to-week 
music process with Coord./Music Bree Wagner. 

The basis for rotations and categories is the spoke 
strategy. You can play anything you want as long as 
you play hits on each side. If we’re going off-road to 
do something really interesting, the next show needs 
to come back to the center. The difference with what 
Charlie and I used to do is that if you ventured too 
far off the main highway, you got pulled over and 
arrested. In this case, it’s encouraged. 

How is the team structured?
MB: It’s a mix of contractors, vendors and full-time – 
north of 40 people when you add talent, and way north 
of that if you add the artists, who are obviously vendors. 
Obviously, a songwriter who’s got four songs on the chart 
is not working for Apple full-time. They’re spending 
an hour or two of their day working on this, so that’s 
a vendor relationship. It’s been wild to see the level of 
talent we acquire on all levels, not just on-air. Everywhere 
you look in this organization you fi nd an expert.

Who’s in the staff meeting though? Is it six people, is it 
eight people?
MB: We have check-ins with all our teams in different 
ways. There are north of 30 in our producer’s meeting, 
and that happens twice a week. We have music meetings 
with Madison Hanten from our editorial team, Bree 
and myself. There are meetings with the two or three 
producers plus a talent typically assigned to every show.

CM: It’s hard to answer this question because things 
overlap so much. It’s not as siloed as you might imagine. 
The meetings ebb and fl ow based on the topic. 

MB: Video people, designers, marketing, PR – we pull 
them in as needed. I don’t think we’ve ever said, “We’re 
having an Apple Music Country meeting.” There are too 
many people and their focuses are too specifi c. There’s 
almost a mini-radio station around each show.

Has anything surprised you about being at Apple and/
or putting this together?
CM: It’s a million little things – the intentional way 
collaboration happens across all disciplines. And it’s 
so energizing to work with people who love music as 
much or more than I do. To all be in one place and 
have this toy box? Forget it.

MB: A decent portion of the weekly one-to-one 
Charlie and I have is us saying, “Can you believe this 
shit? Can you believe what we’re getting to do? Can 
you believe the amount of talent?” I don’t ever feel 
like I’m the smartest person in an Apple meeting. I’m 
always learning, growing and excited every single day.

Having done almost all of this in a pandemic, is there 
a vision for what it can be on the other side of that?
CM: Let me start with the fact that Michael and I have 
never met in person.

MB: We’ve defi nitely been in the same room over 
the years, but we’ve never met.

CM: Michael essentially snubbed me most of my 
career. (laughs) It’s so hard to answer that question 
because this is how we started. And, by the way, it’s 
somewhat miraculous what Michael and the others 
have created in this environment. One of the things 
I am excited about as a soon-to-be Nashville resident 
is all we’ll be able to do in our facility for the creative 
community. It is a physical manifestation of our 
mission to be where music lives.

MB: It’s a playhouse for creatives – a beautiful 
opportunity to make magic happen. Jay and I were 
talking about our groups being together and asking 
how often we think artists will be in the building. The 
answer is, every day. 

CM: If this is a place full of people who love music, 
can you imagine how fun it will be when we are 
together? That human connection and spirit of sharing 
a common love for this art form is so much harder to 
do on a Webex. And it will happen organically and 
repeatedly when we are able to be together.           CAC
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